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Persona 4 emperor arcana chance

Arcana Chance Sometimes, you will need to shuffle during the battle. If you have an elaborate Persona card or an empty card, a new system called Arcana Chance can happen. This would show you the big Arcana can and then ask if you want to see what happens to him. If you do this, the card will start to rotate and then accidentally stop in its normal or reverse position; the
normal situation is linked to positive results and the reverse position would require bad ones. In the following table, you can check the list of results. For an effect that is said to be short, it usually takes about 5 battles if left unhindered. If you've done another Arcana Chance before the previous one ends, the new effect will replace the old one. The exception is Hierophant, which is
explained in a footnote to the table. Which persona transform, which skill change, which stat adapt all decided randomly. Unlike Arcana with finite period performance, changes in persona skills and statistics are permanent. Finally, when you leave the dungeon and re-enter or go to the next day, the Arcana Chance effect will still persist. Effect of Arcana Chance Arcana Normal
Position Reverse Position Fool Changes to Any Other Arcana, may be normal or reverse position magas persona skill ranks up persona skill ranks down Priestess All analysis data is displayed temporarily All analysis data is temporarily hidden Emperor HP fully recovered All members hp reduced to 1 emperor temporarily provides a consistent Player Advantage Temporarily
provides a consistent Advantage Enemy Hierophant Subsequent reverse Arcana Chance effect temporarily zero Reverse Arcana Chancerate rate temporarily increases The Strong Lovers red shadows temporarily disappear Strong red shadows temporarily increase Chariot Persona's Agility Increases (1~3 points) Persona's Agility Decreases (point 1) Justice Persona's Strength
Increases (1~3 Points) Persona's Agility Decreases (Point 1) Justice Persona's Strength Increases (1~3 Points) Persona's Persona's Agility Decreases (Point 1) Justice Persona's Strength Increases (1~3 Points) Persona's Agility Decreases (Point 1) Justice Persona's Strength Increases (1~3 Points) Persona's Agility Decreases (Point 1) Justice Persona's Strength Increases (1~3
Points) Persona's Agility Decreases (1 Point) Point) Justice Strength Shrinking (1 point) Hermit map is fully displayed for some time Map is temporarily hidden fortune a persona's luck increases (1~3 points) persona success decreases (point 1) Strength persona's magic increases (1~3 points) A persona's Magic Reduces (Point 1) Hanged Man Persona's Endurance Increase (1~3
Points) Persona's Endurance Decreases (Point 1) Death All Members SP Recovered , HP reduced to 1; sent from the underworld, map data deleted and treasure regenerated all HP recovered, SP reduced to 1; Sent from the dungeon, map data erased and treasure reclaimed Temperance Money earned from battles temporarily double the money earned from the battle is reduced
to 1 yen Devil Persona changes to one of the higher level persona changes to one of the lower level tower temporarily earn bonus money chests temporarily fight shadow chests Star Star Time, another chance and Arcana Chance event rate temporarily increases Shuffle Time, One More Chance and Arcana Chance event rate temporarily reduces lunar experience points, earn
from battles is temporarily double experience points, earn from battle is temporarily reduced to 1 sun blank card change to persona card for some time Empty cards change to fine cards for some time Solution All members SP fully recovered All members SP halved arcanachance Edit Share Arcana Chance is a special event Persona 4, which occurs after the successful Shuffle
Time (including empty cards). Arcana Chance will provide some effects depending on the arcana card alignment; Perpendicularly gives a positive effect, and Reverse gives a negative effect. As a rule, the effect will last through 3-5 separate events, from which its conditions were activated (i.e. after the successful completion of the battle or shuffle time series), otherwise the effect
will wear out after a long time. The temporary effect will be replaced by any subsequent temporary effects of Arcana Chance. Effects [edit source] Arcana Card Vertical Effect Reverse Effect Fool Random Vertical Arcana Card Effect. Accidental effect of the reverse Arcana card. Magician Keeps Up 1 Random Skill 1 Casual Persona. Permanently downgrades 1 random Skill 1
random persona. Priestess You can view all the analysis information for each enemy for a certain period of time! (Including bosses) You can't view analysis information for any enemies for some time! Empress Restore all characters hp to maximum. Reduces all characters hp to 1. Emperor Temporarily provides a consistent Player Advantage. Temporarily provides consistent
enemy advantage. Hierophant Reverse Arcana Card effect is lifted during Arcana Chance for some time! Arcana Card reversing probability has increased for some time! Lovers Of Powerful Shadows disappeared from the area! (All underworld) Powerful shadows appeared in this area! (All underworld) Chariot Permanently Increases One Random Persona's Agility. (1~3 points)
Permanently reduces one random persona's agility. (1 point) Justice Constantly Increases One Random Persona's Strength. (1~3 points) Permanently reduces one random persona's strength. (1 point) The hermit Mini on the map temporarily shows unexplored areas. Temporarily hides the entire mini-map. Fortune Constantly Increases One Random Persona's Luck. (1~3 points)
Permanently reduces one random persona's luck. (1 point) Strength Constantly Increases One Random Persona's Magic. (1~3 points) Permanently reduces one random persona's magic. (1 point) A hanged person permanently increases the endurance of one random persona. (1~3 points) Permanently reduces the endurance of one random persona. (1 point) Death All recovered
the entire SP! Every HP has turned 1! (Country dungeon and the whole dungeon is restarted) Everyone recovered the entire HP! Every SP has become 1! (The country is thrown out of the dungeon and the whole dungeon is reopened) Temperance you earn more money from the battle for a while! You earn less money from the battle for a while! (All battles yield ¥1) Devil
transforms one persona into a higher level persona of various Arcana. (Inherited skills are not transported) Transforms one persona into a lower-level persona from different Arcana. (Inherited skills are not transported) The tower will get an extra treasure from the treasure chests for some time! (The chest gives extra money) All treasure chests will be in the shadows for some time!
(Items can still be gained, but sometimes break) Star another option! occur more frequently during shuffles for some time. Another option! occur less frequently during shuffles over time. Moon You will get more EXP from the battle for a while! You will get less EXP from the battle for some time! (Exp reduced to 1 after battle) Sun Persona cards are more likely to appear during
shuffles for some time. (Blank cards become Persona cards) Penalty cards are more likely to appear during shuffles for some time. (Empty cards become penalty cards) Solution for All Party Members SP has been restored! Halve all characters in the current SP. Effect Explanations [edit | edit source] Magician Arcana Chance will permanently update or downgrade one random
skill from one of the characters random personas. Skill upgrades will usually affect single goal skills, upgradeing it to multi-target skills (or vice versa with reverse effects). Below is a list of skills that can be updated (arcana card effect won't happen if the protagonist doesn't perform Persona with Modified Skills): Cleave -&gt; Fatal End-&gt; Blade of Fury-&gt; Deathbound-&gt;
Tempest Slash Bash-&gt; Assault Dive -&gt; Kill Rush -&gt; Gigantic Fist-&gt; Heat Wave-&gt; Hand of God Torrent Shot -&gt; Arrow Rain -&gt; Numerous Arrows A &gt; Maragi Agilao -&gt; Maragion Agidyne -&gt; Maragidyne Bufu -&gt; Mabufu Bufula -&gt; Mabufula Bufudyne -&gt; MabufudyneZio -&gt; Mazio Zio Ziodyne -&gt; Maziodyne Garu -&gt; Magaru Garula -&gt; Magarula
Garudyne -&gt; Magarudyne Hama -&gt; Mahama Hamaon -&gt; Mahamaon Mudo -&gt; Mamudo Mudoon -&gt; Mamudoon Megido -&gt; Megidola -&gt; Megidola Diaon -&gt; Media Diarama -&gt; Mediarama Diarahan -&gt; Mediarahan Patra -&gt; Mera Recarm -&gt; Samarecarm Tarukaja -&gt; Matarukaja Rakukaja -&gt; Marakukaja Sukukaja -&gt; Masukucaja Tarunda -&gt;
Matarunda Rakunda -&gt; Marakundaunda -&gt; Masundauk Hieroffuary effects last only until long until another Arcana card is played. This means that the effects of the newly drawn Arcana card will change the effect of Hierophant as usual. Please note that steep Hierophant does not guarantee that the next Arcana card will end up Position. Mechanics Persona 4 Community
content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise The Persona series has basically been an exclusive PlayStation platform since its inception, but Persona 4 Golden has finally made its way to the computer during Steam's first series in history. There are several updates to how the game works out of vanilla P4, including how shuffle time works. Here's everything you need to
know about Shuffle Time Persona 4 Golden.Shuffle Time Persona 4 Golden ExplainedShuffle Time is a Persona 4 Golden Mechanic that gives you little boosts and pros when exploring the dungeon. For example, you can get new personas this way as well as money and experience boosts to help speed up your progress a little bit. However, it also contains cards that can slow
progress, such as half the experience and half the money. The good news is that you can usually choose which cards you want, and you can even opt out of Shuffle Time if you don't want to, but there are drawbacks to that as well, which we go into more detail here. How to get Shuffle TimeShuffle Time occurs at the end of the battle, and it can pop up randomly if you finish the
battle normally, i.e. just kill the last enemy with regular attacks without crits or all-out attacks. However, if you manage to finish the fight with an all-out attack, you always get shuffle time. After that, if you manage to get a full sweep through Shuffle Time, it has a 100% chance of popping up again at the end of the next battle, regardless of how you break it. As the name suggests,
Full Sweep requires you to draw all the cards at Shuffle Time, including unfavorable cards. While getting less experience and money may seem like a huge drawback, sometimes it's worth picking up those for a full sweep, as you can very easily get more advantages in your next round of shuffle Time.In in addition, there are also cards that can replace other cards in the artan. For
example, Priestess and Hierophant can convert an unused card to another arcana or persona, allowing you to avoid that deficiency altogether. They also allow you to draw more cards to make it easier to get all the Sweep.In of a general nature, any time you can get a full sweep, you should go for it. There is an opportunity to get more money, experience, new personas, chest
keys, and low health and SP recoveries that will help you stay longer in dungeons. All cardsWe have listed all possible card types and artans that can be purchased at Shuffle Time below: Shah: +1 Draw, all unused cards will be replaced. Magician: Skill rank up equipped with Persona.Priestess: +1 Draw, converts one unused card into a random arcana card. Press: +1 Draw,
removes one unused card from the selection. Emperor: Exactly up equipped with Persona.Hierophant: +1 Draw, converts one unused card into a random persona.Lovers: +2 Draw, no items. carriages: Increases ag installed Increases St. St. Persona.Hermit: Avoid meetings. Destiny: Increases Lu's Equipped Persona.Strength: Increases Ma's Fitted Persona.Hanged Man:
Increases En's Fitted Persona.Death: Ends With Shuffle Time.Temperance: Get One Chest Key. Devil: +3 Draw, no experience. Tower: +3 Draw, no money. Star: +1 Draw, one drawn card removed. Moon: +2 Draw, -50% experience. Sun: +2 Draw, -50% money. Solution: No effect. Aeon: +4 Draw.World: No effect. This is all you need to know about how Shuffle Time works for
Persona 4 Golden. Be sure to look for Twinfinite for more tips and information about the game. Game.
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